INTRODUCTION
Musical genres associated with the Caribbean region typically include popular and traditional styles such as reggae, calypso, soca, merengue, and zouk, among others. These musical styles are, in general, well documented both in the scholarly and popular realm; writings on and recordings of these styles are easy to locate. Art music from the Caribbean region is much less examined and, indeed, less well known. Many composers of art music have emerged from Caribbean nations, often to little notice. Research and documentation of this tradition exists but is scattered, easily overlooked and, in general, difficult to locate.
The goal of this project, now in its first volume, is to identify and list all available information on the art-music tradition of the Caribbean region. It will, ultimately, form a comprehensive document of value to musicians, ethnomusicologists, historians, researchers, educators and students.
The vast scope of the project requires the authors to adopt a modular approach. This system will allow for an intense focus on each area, to result in a comprehensive data collection. The first stage of research will focus exclusively on art-music composers born in the Caribbean region. Composers who relocated to the Caribbean from other regions are not included here. For the purposes of this project, Caribbean region is defined as all Caribbean-island nations of any colonial affiliation.
Bermuda and The Bahamas are included. Mainland nations bordering the Caribbean (Belize, Guyana, and Suriname, for instance) are not. Later stages of research will include composers of significance to, but not native to, the Caribbean region. Mainland nations with strong cultural ties to the Caribbean (e.g., Guyana) may also be included in future stages.
The authors recognize that this is, inherently, an unfinished work; even once all stages of research are completed, the document will require constant updating as new works are composed, new performances are recorded, etc.
This first volume of the project provides a listing of scores and sheet music; recordings (sound files, CD's, etc.); websites; a bibliography of books and articles; and a listing of research institutions and libraries regarding composers of Caribbean art music. Whenever possible, the authors include information on the potential sources of these materials (directions to where they can be acquired, either by purchase, by download, or by borrowing).
The authors have intentionally excluded materials existing exclusively in outdated formats (such as 78 LPs, audiocassettes, and microform). The authors also have excluded those works for which a record exists but no copies can be located. (If an item cannot at least be borrowed from a library or purchased from a vendor, it is not included here.)
DEFINING ART MUSIC
Art music is a difficult concept to define. The distinction between art music and folk music is indeed blurred and, as a result, is difficult to articulate.
For this project, the authors used the following criteria to distinguish art music from popular, traditional and folk music (styles which, again, are not covered here, being already well-represented elsewhere). These criteria do not arise from elitist intentions and are outlined in order to demonstrate clearly which works are included in the scope of this project:
• Art music descends from the western classical tradition.
• Art music may draw inspiration from or make use of melodies from folk music or dance tunes, as composers have done throughout history. But, while the subject matter may be borrowed from the folk or popular traditions, the style remains formal, often with advanced musical structure.
• Art music is fully composed. Parts are arranged and are written in western staff notation. Music preserved only by oral tradition and not fixed in a written medium does not qualify. (This criterion serves to distinguish classical music of non-western traditions.) • All parts are played as written.
Interpretation, as opposed to improvisation, is the dominant focus of the performer.
(Accordingly, music played from a lead sheet or a jazz chart is excluded under this definition.)
• The composition and performance or interpretation of art music requires specialized skill and knowledge, unique to the classical style.
• The experiential focus of art music is on listening to the performance as opposed to physical engagement such as dancing.
VOLUME ONE
This first volume includes composers born in the following nations: The Bahamas, Guadeloupe, Haïti, Jamaica and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Other nations will be covered in subsequent volumes. 
